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Corporate High Yield Market Conditions
As we entered the final weeks of 2015, the US high yield (HY) market struggled
with destabilizing undercurrents, including: the downbeat OPEC meeting, which
drove oil prices to new 5-year lows; the Federal Reserve’s recent rate increase,
which created uncertainty; and recent news of liquidating distressed hedge funds
and freezing mutual funds, which exacerbated concerns about trading liquidity.
As the corporate high yield market seeks to establish fair valuation and orderly
trading, we expect price erosion to abate, particularly with HY yields currently
trading near 9%. In prior periods of rising rates, HY spreads have tended to
trade tighter within the ensuing six months; we would expect this trend to persist.
Nevertheless, the Energy and other commodity linked sectors are likely to see
default rates rise to around 4.0%, which is an increase from 2.5% in 2015, but still
lower than the historical average rate of 4.7%. We expect energy will continue to
be a drag this year, currently trading at approximately 14% yields, with dollar prices
generally hovering in the mid $60s.
Historically, municipal high yield bond valuations have moved largely in concert
with corporate HY, but in this recent bout of volatility, muni HY has been spared.
Since 1995, the correlation between muni HY and corporate HY has been 67%,
and in the second half of 2015, has been the converse. As a result, year to date
Barclays Corporate HY Index returns are (4.5)%, and Barclays Municipal HY Index
is positive at 1.9%1. A combination of favorable technical and fundamental factors
has supported muni HY valuations. However, relatively small changes in market
conditions could tip the market’s fragile balance. We feel that a normalization of
the historical relationship between muni and corporate HY would likely manifest
itself in a significant cheapening of the muni HY market, therefore creating an
attractive buying opportunity.
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MUNICIPAL AND CORPORATE HIGH YIELD
BONDS: THE TALE OF T WO SECTORS

Commodity price declines
have driven corporate HY
yields higher, and municipal
HY yields have remained
steady thus far.

Municipal High Yield Has Been Sheltered From the Commodity
Price Storm
Commodity prices have very little direct impact on the creditworthiness of the
largest muni HY sectors. While some credits within the industrial development
subsector are hurt by the decline in commodities, other sectors such as airlines, toll
roads and tobacco will directly or indirectly benefit. An estimated 65% of muni HY
is not energy related; 5% of muni HY is negatively impacted by lower commodity
prices1. For corporate HY, 17% of the Bank of America/Merrill Lynch High Yield Index is comprised of energy, metals and mining credits that are highly leveraged to
commodity prices. Consequently, the change in commodity prices explains 88% of
the movement in corporate HY yields, and only 1% of the change in muni yields2.
While muni HY may serve as a safe haven amid volatile commodity markets, the
muni HY market is vulnerable to the liquidity contagion in corporate HY.
As evidenced by the chart below, commodity price declines have driven corporate
HY yields higher, while municipal HY yields have remained steady thus far.

Fundamentals and Fund Flows Have Further Supported Muni HY
In addition to the buffer from commodity price swings, muni HY credit quality
is generally more stable than that in corporate HY. The greater factor impacting
municipal credit quality is US GDP growth, which has been anemic, but positive
since the financial crisis. Income, sales and property taxes have recovered to their
pre-recession levels, positively impacting overall municipal credit quality. Specific
to high yield, a Moody’s study reveals that the default rate of speculative grade
municipal bonds has been 7.5%. In contrast, 32.4% of speculative grade corporates
have defaulted. In the case of default, median recovery rate for municipals is $753;
median recovery for below investment grade senior unsecured corporates is $384.
Retail investors’ insatiable reach for yield has supported demand for muni HY.
Since 2013, muni HY mutual funds have grown 34.1%, while taxable HY mutual
fund assets have declined –8.6%5. Year to date, municipal HY mutual funds have
had nearly 4 times the net positive flows as corporate HY mutual funds, $1.8 billion
in muni HY, and 0.5 in taxable HY6
Source: Barclays, Standish
Source: Barclays, Standish, Bloomberg 1/1/14 - 11/30/15
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Municipal and Corporate High Yield Valuations Have Diverged
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Credit spreads in corporate HY have widened dramatically, currently hovering at
over two standard deviations from the mean since 2010. In contrast, Muni HY
credit spreads (normalized, ex- PR bonds which joined the HY Index in 2014) have
plummeted to 1.5 standard deviations below the mean7. This year’s strong relative
performance of muni HY could motivate selling from taxable HY strategies that
have crossed over to muni HY, and need to meet redemptions.
Though tax equivalent muni HY yields exceed those of corporate HY, nominal
yields in the corporate HY market have retaken their dominant position. Climbing
corporate HY yields could potentially attract investment flows from yield seeking
buyers, potentially at the expense of muni HY funds. Our research shows a 70%
correlation between muni high yield net mutual fund flows and total return since
20038, making muni HY valuations vulnerable to retail behavior and psychology.

A Tale of Two Sectors
For the coming year, we expect corporate HY to stabilize, based on our sanguine
view of the US economy, bottoming commodity prices, accommodative Fed, and
moderately higher default rates due to commodities. Technical demand could also
support valuations, as corporate HY closes in on the 9% yield bogie that previously
attracted capital into the asset class. Leverage ratios have been stable through
2015, and interest coverage near historic highs, providing cushion in facing topline revenue declines. In sectors less correlated with commodities, we anticipate
more balance sheet-friendly activities in a rising interest rate environment. To the
extent that corporate HY fundamentals are stable, volatility should decline and
liquidity should improve.
While corporate HY finds more solid footing, municipal market liquidity concerns,
a wane in retail demand or a major municipal market credit crisis are some events
that could contribute to a relative cheapening of the muni HY market. As liquidity
in the corporate HY market is stressed, there is potential for muni HY to be sold by
taxable HY strategies that had crossed over to the municipal market and are now
facing redemptions. A repricing of muni HY could be simply driven by a reversion
to the historical relationship between the two HY asset clases. We believe wider
spreads and higher yields in muni HY could present a compelling investment
opportunity in the coming year.
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A repricing of muni HY
could be simply driven by
a reversion to the historical
relationship between the two
HY asset classes.
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